Resupix launches to redefine how jobseekers create and
manage their resumes.
Visual profile that is changing the way resumes are created and updated

#Nailedit with ResupixTM the visual resume creator and manager utilising pictures and videos to tell your story. #authentic

Sydney, Australia. In the current environment of COVID-19 there is no greater pressure and stress for anyone who finds themselves having to search
and secure work in a competitive time as now. Then there is that huge hurdle of having to create or update the resume. It has to be done but no one
likes doing it. But with ResupixTM. It’s easy. It’s Intuitive. And it works.

“Your mobile phone has a huge library of pictures and videos, and you can take more. So the content for your ResupixTMis already there, all we do is
allow you to put them in the right place and present them as your Resume to represent yourself. It says a lot more about you and more authentic” says
Patrick Chye, Chief Information Officer, Resupix Pty Ltd.

Developed in consultation with employers, recruiters and job seekers, ResupixTM is a powerful tool that will make creating your resume easier so that
you the applicant can put the best foot forward. It means also more time to focus on continually building their repertoire of skills and experience.

“One of the key challenges facing HR professional is hiring the right person for the job. Having worked in HR for many years in various countries, it is
difficult to identify suitable candidates based upon the commonly used resume. I wish the ResupixTM application was available in my time as it would
have made identifying suitable candidates for the short list easier and faster. The use of pictures and videos with ResupixTM helps the applicant to
highlight themselves as a person as well profiling their skills and experiences. With Resupix you can see their whole story.” says Frank McManus,
retired SVP Human Resources, McDonald’s Australia, New Zealand, Pacific and Africa.

If you would like a free trial, please enquire for a code. The ResupixTM app is otherwise $1.49 to download.
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